ARTIST STATEMENT:
A love of fiber, fabric, and yarn — along with a sense of adventure and joie de vivre — that's me! An enthusiastic approach combined with unique combinations of materials — that's me! A quirky attitude using color, texture, and pattern to express itself — that's me! A lifetime centered on creating tactile artwork and following an offbeat path — YES. For me, art is fun, provocative, mind boggling, and limitless — welcome to my visual universe.

“An artist cannot speak about his art any more than a plant can discuss horticulture.”
Jean Cocteau, 1889-1963

ARTIST BIO:
I am an artist living in Delta Township, Eaton County, having relocated from New Jersey to Michigan in 2000. My academic background is in fiber, having earned undergraduate and graduate degrees in studio art. I use mixed media collage as my primary expression, incorporating fiber, yarn and fabric along with stitching and glueing. Love of color, pattern, texture and a sense of humor infuses my artwork. I have displayed and marketed my artwork in numerous regional shows and sales. I am motivated by repurposing nontraditional materials into new and unexpected fabrics and objects. My Mission: Follow an artFULL path!
Learn more at annarborartcenter.org/aquarium